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InnoMake
One Step Ahead

Intelligent obstacle detection made in Austria

Shoe icon

Quality from Austria
high-tech icon

Innovation & high-tech combined
Hospital icon

Class 1 medical device
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The Company
“Since there is no comparable product worldwide, it was my intention to establish TecInnovation GmbH”, emphasises Kevin Pajestka – the founder of our innovative and
creative start-up from Austria.
The diploma thesis at the Mistelbach Higher Technical Education Institute specialising
in Biomedical Sciences set the foundation for a dynamic company. The “Walkassist”
(as it used to be called) was designed to simplify everyday life and prevent falls for an
older gentleman with Parkinson‘s disease. It only became clear over time that this now
patented invention supports many other people.
Kevin Pajestka also presented this innovation in the first season of the Austrian TV startup show “2 Minuten 2 Millionen” (2 minutes 2 million) on Puls4 in 2013.
Our current co-founder, Markus Raffer, tuned into the segment with great enthusiasm
and joined Pajestka and the newly established company - this was the start of our
unstoppable and powerful start-up.
Markus Raffer is a key component in the development of a tool for detecting obstacles
due to his education, his professional experience, but also his residual vision of below four
percent.
We involve people with visual impairments and restricted mobility in all stages of
development, so that the needs of a wide variety of users do not go unnoticed.
The Austrian Association in Support of the Blind and Visually Impaired with around 6,000
members is an important partner in these matters. This association continuously tests
the product for functionality, usability and comfort.
“The inclusion of the needs of future users in the development is essential for the
everyday suitability of InnoMake, since this is the only way to satisfy the customer!”,
asserts Markus Raffer.
Today, we are Tec-Innovation, medical device manufacturer - we stand for innovation,
loyalty and customer satisfaction, these aspects set us and our team apart.

„GEWINN Young
Entrepreneur Award“
category „Idea of
the Year” first place

2014

„Webit’s Founders
Games in Sofia“
fifth place out of more
than 2,500 candidates

2016

2015

company
establishment

„FUTUREZONE-Award“
category: „Future mobility“
first place

2018

2017

„Coca Cola - Get Active
Social Business Award“
overall place: 2

2020

2019

„UNIQA – Mission 120“
Best Diversity Social
Entrepreneurship

„Staatspreis Patent 2020“
category: „Humanity”
(nominated among the
three best Austrian patents)
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The Founders
Ing. Kevin Pajestka
Kevin Pajestka graduated from the Mistelbach Higher Technical
Education Institute for Health Technology and Electronics
specialising in Biomedical Sciences.
His diploma thesis on a shoe for detecting obstacles for people
with disabilities set the foundation for Tec-Innovation GmbH and
its research and development work.
As a managing partner, Kevin Pajestka’s responsibilities include
Research & Development, InnoMakes Production and Marketing.
“I am motivated every day to develop a system such as InnoMake, which not only helps
people, but is also in tune with the times. Technology with a supportive effect should not
be barricade, the interaction must work properly, this is the focus of our developments.”

Mag. iur. Markus Raffer
Markus Raffer graduated from the Wolfsberg Commercial
Academy specialising in IT.
He subsequently completed his law studies with a focus on
commercial law at the Karl-Franzens University of Graz, where he
also worked at the Institute of Finance Law.
Markus Raffer has been a managing partner since 2014 (following
his judicial practice), his responsibilities include Business
Development, Finance & Sales and he brings the user perspective
directly into the company due to his severe visual impairment
(residual vision below four percent).
“It is a privilege to be able to work on something that you are passionate about day in,
day out. If this work simultaneously creates added value for society by making people
independent in their everyday lives, then I believe you have found something very
special. Each individual satisfied customer is a huge motivation for me to make TecInnovation and InnoMake even better.”
Both managing directors give lectures at the University of Applied Sciences Campus
Vienna to provide students with an insight into the challenges of a medical device
manufacturer and they also supervise topic-specific theses at various higher education
institutions.
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Global innovations
begin with a prototype
A prototype like “Walkassist” (as it was called in the beginning) is not nearly enough to
satisfy customers on the market.
It began with wanting or having to install all the electronics inside the shoe. The circuit
boards, battery for powering the electronics, cable connections and sensors were
installed in the shoe sole and almost completely filled it. For this to happen, each shoe
had to undergo hours of processing, which of course would have involved an enormous
costs for the shoe industry if this installation type had become necessary for the marketready shoe.
›The development had to be completely turned on its head‹
Our engineers decided internally that the system had to be located in an external casing
in order to prevent cable breaks and damage caused by the user’s body weight. This was
only made possible because we have always worked consistently on miniaturising the
electronics in parallel to these efforts.
The main advantage of this adjustment of bringing the electronics to outside of the shoe
is that you, as a customer, can now purchase many different shoes. A pair of InnoMake
attachments could then be removed from one pair of shoes and attached to another pair
as required. We rose to this technical challenge in just one year.
We subsequently concentrated on the fine-tuning, as well as the very elaborate technical
documentation and testing, which are essential for the declaration of conformity for a
Class 1 medical device. The therefore necessary selection of components and battery also
took a long time because only elements that comply with current medical standards
according to relevant EU regulations may be used.
›From a prototype to a high-tech medical device made in Austria‹
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InnoMake
In tune with the times
InnoMake was developed to make everyday
life safer for visually impaired and blind
people through intelligent obstacle detection.
InnoMake can also facilitate the work of safety
organisations.
The warning system built into the shoe
includes distance sensors, sensors for
detecting foot movements, a vibration unit, an
ultra-bright LED and a processing unit, as well
as a wireless connection to a smartphone.
The built-in electronics and battery are
mounted in a water and dust resistant casing
at the front of the shoe.
When obstacles are detected, the warning
system provides pre-selected feedback.
This feedback can be haptic (vibration),
acoustic or visual. The vibration feedback is
provided directly in the shoe, which allows you
to feel if there is an obstacle in front of you.
The acoustic feedback is provided via a
smartphone and if required via e.g. bone
conduction headphones so as not to drown
out environmental noises.
The visual impulses can be transmitted via
the LED on the shoe and they can provide you
with additional support in the dark.
You can also use InnoMake without primary
tools in familiar, safe environments, e.g. at
home or at work, so that both hands are free.
The continued use of a white cane and/or
guide dog is essential, particularly on the road.
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Functionality
The innovative InnoMake sensors warn you about obstacles (steps, pavement curbs,
hydrants, persons, etc.) with acoustic and visual warning signals, as well as vibration
feedback.
You can make adjustments in real time with the button on the back of the device. The
range can be adjusted up to 4 metres by briefly pressing the button.
You can also check the battery charge level by pressing the button and activate the LED
for better visibility. You can distinguish which mode you have set through the specially
developed acoustic and haptic feedback. There is no need for a smartphone in order to
use InnoMake.
In addition, you can activate the
intelligent mode which automatically
pauses the system, e.g. when you are
sitting.
You can also use InnoMake as a
scanner to obtain information about
your environment by means of foot
movement – simply start walking.

›Wearing high-tech does not
have to be eye-catching‹
You don‘t even notice that you are wearing
high-tech. The seamless integration into
everyday life is enhanced by complex InnoMake
algorithms, which intelligently activate and
deactivate the system.
The built-in batteries effortlessly cope with
average daily life due to this intelligent control
system and last for up to one week, depending
on use. You can fully recharge InnoMake within
three hours with the provided Micro-USB cable.
You can start walking as soon as the battery is
fully charged.
The built-in electronics are optimally protected
by the water and dust resistant casing. You
have the choice to move outside in any
weather, rain or shine.
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bluetooth connection
to the smartphone

high quality
workmanship
made in Austria
grip sole

metal slot hidden
in the midsole
InnoMake attachment
protected inside the slot

sensors for
obstacle detection

InnoMake-App
The App (of the same name) for controlling InnoMake is available free of charge in the
App Store for iOS operating systems.
The InnoMake App has a user-friendly interface, fully acoustically output by the Apple
accessibility tool VoiceOver and is therefore accessible.
You can make more detailed adjustments in the App, such as e.g. changing the detection
range from 0.5 metres to 4 metres, in 0.5 metre steps. We have not even mentioned the
additional mode settings, a shoe search function, and a simple battery status indicator.
The core of the App is the acoustic feedback that it generates, which is provided via
various headphones connected to the mobile end device.
In this way, you can ideally distinguish
whether the obstacle feedback is
coming from the left or right shoe.
For this purpose, we recommend the
use of so-called bone conduction
headphones. This prevents the
drowning out of environmental noises.
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Shoe & technology
combined
REGIONALITY is very important to us and it also
guides our company philosophy. All our suppliers
and the casing originate from Austria or Europe
- so do our long-standing partners and suppliers
Waldviertler Werkstätten GmbH and HARTJES
Gesellschaft m.b.H.
InnoMake is made with built-in metal tracks in
the front of the shoe. Waldviertler integrates
the metal tracks in the shoe production process.
The InnoMake attachments can be inserted and
removed from these tracks.
Waldviertler guarantees high quality,
which means when the soles or other shoe
components become worn, they can be renewed
with little effort in the repair workshops.
Variant 1 - InnoMake in Waldviertler shoes:
The metal tracks are installed directly by
Waldviertler. You can freely choose the model,
size and colour of the shoes on offer.
›Flexibility is important to us‹
Whether sporty or elegant, Waldviertler or
Hartjes, or even your own shoes – we offer almost
unlimited possibilities.
Variant 2 - Retrofit InnoMake:
The metal tracks are installed in your own shoes
or Hartjes shoes by an orthopaedic shoemaker because your satisfaction is important to us.
With these two variants, you remain flexible
and have the advantage that you can use
your favourite shoes for any occasion. Deep
integration into everyday life is therefore possible
and InnoMake is always with you.
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Frequently Asked
Questions
In case of simultaneous use, is a white cane detected as an obstacle?
InnoMake is fully compatible with white canes. The white cane therefore does not
represent an obstacle for InnoMake and is not registered. Depending on the range
setting, you will know in advance if there is an obstacle in front of you with InnoMake.
I have misaligned feet – can I still use InnoMake?
In this case, an orthopaedic shoemaker will analyse the degree of misalignment. The
installation of the metal tracks will be adapted to your individual gait, so that the
ultrasonic sensors are forward facing and the InnoMake attachments fit perfectly.
Thus, you can also use InnoMake without any problems if you have misaligned legs.
Is InnoMake also suitable for children?
It is particularly important for children to learn how to use tools. InnoMake is
therefore also suitable for children. The shoes for InnoMake are available in size EU 35
and above. We are happy to individually check the use of small size EU 35.
Where can I purchase InnoMake?
InnoMake can be purchased directly from us on our online shop or via one of our
sales partners. Of course, we offer introductory training and free, lifetime support
for all of our products. We will gladly advise you and handle the application for the
assumption of costs for you.

User feedback
“It is like having an extended sense of touch, I can walk with foresight and I know
about my environment.” Emanuel, blind
“It’s like I always say: The sensor technology is like wearing a Tesla on my foot.”
Günter, visually impaired
“The shoe and my guide dog are a very good combination, since my dog avoids
obstacles and the shoe indicates the obstacles to me.” Sami, blind
“I think it‘s great that even obstacles that you approach at an angle are well
indicated.” Gabi, visually impaired
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Everything at a glance
InnoMake is not only suitable as a great companion in everyday life, but it also enables
independent mobility. Having both hands free in familiar surroundings is a privilege that
one would be reluctant to do without. Of course, in case of combined use with a white
cane, e.g. on the road, the cane is not detected by our system. Go ahead and enjoy the
advantages at a glance:
World
map icon

Globally unique technology with easy operation for young and old

Hospital icon

Support with the assumption of costs - tool and medical device

Shoe icon

Inconspicuous as a shoe and always with you

Waterproof icon

Robust & everyday casing – water and dust resistant IP57

Lightbulb icon

Intelligent mode - adjustable for more automation

Gearwheels icon

For specific applications - each shoe is specially configurable

Clock
icon

Large response span due to real time warnings

Strenght
icon

Make individual adjustments – iOS App or directly on device

iPhone icon

Free accessible iOS App

Staff icon

Lifetime and free support for all of our products
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Vision
Our research department is working to
combine existing ultrasonic technology with
our self-developed sensor technology.
Thanks to modern image processing
algorithms, supported amongst other things
by Deep Learning, obstacles such as potholes
or steps going downwards should also be
detected in the future and there should be
a distinction between surmountable and
insurmountable obstacles. The optional
relaying of alternative routes is also planned.

›Innovation and
high-tech combined‹

Person 99%

Person 99%

Beyond the mere warning function, the
included object detection can also actively
provide guidance e.g. to a pedestrian crossing,
a refuse bin or steps. The focus here is also on
everyday suitability, so there will be numerous
possibilities to adapt the system to individual
needs.
This project is developed together with
Graz University of Technology, Institute for
Computer Graphics and Vision.

A 3D model of Tummelplatz in Graz has been created from many individual images using
photogrammetry.
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